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The authors report on an approach to establish intrinsic polarization properties in bismuth-layered ferroelectric films by piezoelectric coefficient and soft-mode spectroscopy, as well as by a direct polarization–electric field hysteresis. In epitaxially grown (Bi$_{1-x}$Nd$_x$)TiO$_{12}$ ($0 \leq x \leq 0.73$) films, they show that these complementary characterizations can phenomenologically and thermodynamically represent the intrinsic polarization states in (Bi$_{1-x}$Nd$_x$)TiO$_{12}$ films, and the intrinsic $P_s$ of 67 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ is estimated for pure Bi$_3$Ti$_3$O$_{12}$, superior to 50 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ in bulk single crystal. Their results provide a pathway to draw full potential in ferroelectric thin films. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2713858]

Polarization reversals in ferroelectrics have been the topic of intensive study due to their potential applications in memory storage and integrated microelectronics. Bi$_3$Ti$_3$O$_{12}$ (BIT) has a pronounced spontaneous polarization ($P_s$) along the $a$ axis, which is known to be the largest so far in the series of layered ferroelectrics. Cummins and Cross reported the $P_s$ of 50±10 $\mu$C/cm$^2$ along the $a$ axis for a bulk single crystal BIT, while they noted that this would be the minimum value because of the difficulty in confirming the full switching of the intrinsic $P_s$. On the other hand, substitution techniques using lanthanoid and higher-valent cation is widely performed to compensate for defects or the complexes. The substitution techniques improve the apparent ferroelectricity, but it has not been clarified yet how the substitution affects the $P_s$. We perform combined electrical, electromechanical, and optical approaches for 400-nm-thick (110)(Bi$_{1-x}$Nd$_x$)TiO$_{12}$ (BNT) ($0 \leq x \leq 0.73$) epitaxial thin films to establish the intrinsic $P_s$ of the films.

The $P_s$ [or saturation polarization ($P_{sat}$) if the electric field was not applied along the spontaneous polar axis] is defined as a $y$ intercept of a tangent drawn to a polarization–electric field ($P$-$E$) hysteresis loop. On the other hand, piezoelectric coefficient and soft-mode frequency are correlated with the polarization.

The effective piezoelectric coefficient $d$ is designated as

$$d = 2Qe_{33}P_s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

consisting of $Q$ the electrostriction coefficient, $e_{33}$ the dielectric constant, and $P$ the polarization. Assuming a constant electrostriction coefficient, we can estimate the relative amplitude of the remanent polarization ($P_r$) from the effective piezoelectric coefficient, e.g., effective $d_{33}$, at zero bias field. An inverse piezoelectric response was recorded using piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), where the tip is in contact with the ferroelectric layer without top electrodes. In this study, we would treat a direct electric signal from the PFM in unit of millivolts instead of an effective $d_{33}$ value that may be converted from the signal with a force curve measurement. The standard deviation in the PFM measured $d_{33}$ value of a single grain does not exceed 10%.

Mean field theory describes $P_s$ ($T$< Curie temperature $T_c$) as a function of the soft-mode frequency, which is expressed by

$$M\omega(q)^2 = 2\gamma Q^2 + (\nu_0 - \nu_q),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

consisting of $M$ the mass of the ions related to soft mode, $\omega(q)$ the soft-mode frequency, $\gamma$ the anharmonic ratio, $Q$ the order parameter, $P_s$, and $(\nu_0 - \nu_q)$ is a correction term for the third-order anharmonics and a long-range interaction. In the case of displacive-type ferroelectrics, a short-range interaction is mainly responsible for the soft mode, so that the last correction term can be ignored. Therefore, $P_s^2$ is a function of square of the soft-mode frequency, which can be identified by Raman scattering. These approaches will provide complementary information to a $P$-$E$ hysteresis measurement for probing $P_s$.

Figure 1 shows $P$-$E$ hysteresis loops of (110)BNT films measured via circular Pt top electrodes of 100 $\mu$m in diameter. No $P$-$E$ hysteresis was observed for pure BIT film because of the low resistivity. The estimated $P_{sat}$ reached the maximum at around $x=0.26-0.35$, then significantly dropped with the incorporation of Nd into the (Bi$_2$O$_3$)$_{25\%}$.
layer at $x=0.73$. The estimated $P_{sat}$ for (110)BNT films is converted to $P_c$ along the $a$ axis by multiplying by root 2 and summarized into Fig. 4.

Figure 2 depicts two-dimensional piezoresponse and the phase in 10 $\mu$m$^2$ for the BIT film and in 5 $\mu$m$^2$ for the BNT films. In the surface topographic images (not shown here), the films consisted of distinctive needlelike grains forming in-plane $c$-axis-oriented films. Prior to piezoresponse measurements, the films were poled by a dc field with amplitude of $\pm 10$ V in a concentric double square shape, and the outer part was left without the poling treatment. Looking at the piezoresponse of the BIT film in Fig. 2(a), the center part poled by the positive dc bias showed a homogeneous piezoresponse. In contrast, an inhomogeneous piezoresponse, which is identical to that at the outside nonpoled region, was observed for the area poled with the negative dc bias. Interestingly, the phase image [Fig. 2(b)] showed that the net polarization was homogeneously aligned along the applied dc bias irrespective of the poling direction. The outside nonpoled area is preferably polarized downward without the poling operation.

These PFM measurements indicate that the BIT film had an internal bias field towards the bottom electrode, which arises from Schottky barrier between the ferroelectric layer with semiconductor properties and the bottom electrode. This built-in field pointing to the bottom electrode assists in switching the polarization towards the bottom electrode by a positive electric field but in return hampers an upward full switching. The inhomogeneous piezoresponse in the negatively poled region reveals that the amplitude of the internal bias field had a large distribution. The present downward internal bias field indicates that the BIT had a $n$-type character at the interface with the bottom electrode probably because of oxygen vacancies. With the Nd substitution, the poled region showed uniform piezoresponse and the nonpoled region presented nearly equal upward and downward polarization states as can be seen in Figs. 2(c)–2(f). The internal bias field appears to be homogenized or reduced by the Nd substitution. However, a slight internal bias aligned to the bottom electrode is still expected, because the positively poled region always exhibited larger piezoresponse comparing to the negatively poled region.

Figure 3 shows the amplitude and the phase of a quasi-static piezoresponse as a function of the dc bias. Due to the downward internal bias field, the piezoelectric hysteresis loops have negative field offset. The BNT films with $x \geq 0.42$ showed significantly smaller average coercive voltage ($V_c$) in the piezoresponse hysteresis loops than those in the $P$-$E$ hysteresis loops. This discrepancy in the $V_c$ is often observed, however, the reason for the present case is not clear. Probably, the switching mechanism is different for the microscopic PFM and macroscopic $P$-$E$ measurements. Ac-
This phenomenon will be more serious as the film thickness decreases.\(^7\)

To assess the generality of the present approach, the same technique was applied to other ferroelectrics with different crystal structures, perovskite Pb(Zr\(_{1-x}\)Ti\(_x\))O\(_3\) (PZT). Figure 4(b) summarizes the trend of \(P_s\) estimated from (111)-textured PZT films\(^6\) and PZT powder\(^7\) as a function of the Zr content. The absolute \(P_s\) along the \(c\) axis was obtained by dividing the \(P_s\) of the (111)-textured PZT films by \(c = 54.7^\circ\). The relative \(P_s\) was obtained by dividing the piezoresponse amplitude by the relative dielectric constant of the PZT films. The relative \(P_s\) calculated from the soft mode was adjusted as it gets 75 \(\mu\)C/cm\(^2\) at \(x = 0\), which was reported for single crystal PbTiO\(_3\).\(^8\) The polarization values estimated by different methods again appeared to be in sync with each other depending on the Zr content.

In summary, we have examined intrinsic polarization properties of (Bi\(_{4-x}\)Nd\(_x\))Ti\(_3\)O\(_12\) by the \(P-E\) hysteresis, PFM, and Raman measurements and found that these techniques based on different theories can complementarily approach the intrinsic polarization of ferroelectrics. Concerning the bismuth-layered ferroelectrics, it was shown that the lanthanoid substitutions release the fixed polarization sacrificing the large \(P_s\) of 67 \(\mu\)C/cm\(^2\) of BIT. Another substitution element or electrode structure, which can effectively compensate for the defects and internal bias field, is highly demanded for these lead-free and high-working temperature ferroelectric devices.
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